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Develop and sustain a collaborative teaching and learning 
culture with high expectations of success for all students 

Learning journeys 
 

It has been a learning journey 

extravaganza over the last few 

weeks! Last Friday we were 

treated to the ingenuity of our 

year 3/4 students. Their 

knowledge of different 

landscapes was evident in their 

suburb’s designs. Students 

shared their understanding of 

the central idea People can 

influence and are influenced by 

their natural and built 

environments. Each student 

showcased their design for a 

new suburb in the Molonglo 

Valley and justified their 

decisions for why they included 

particular structures or 

services. They enthusiastically 

pitched their design to the 

overwhelming number of 

parents who came to share 

their learning.  

This week we were also part of 

kindergarten’s first learning 

journey, sharing their learning from 

their inquiry, We have connections to 

places for different reasons. Our 

kindergarten artists shared artworks 

expressing their connection to an 

important place.  
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Preschool assembly 
 

We were all excited on Friday as our youngest 

students braved the stage to present their first 

assembly. Despite not even attending an 

assembly before, they captured the audience’s 

attention as they wobbled like wombats and 

shared a Maori cultural song. In addition to 

recognising the GROW achievements of many 

of our students, our new Deputy Prime Minister 

was announced at the end of assembly. We 

would like to congratulate Shiv who has taken 

on this role for the rest of the year.  

 
Reports 
 
The ACT Education Directorate has moved to a 

new school administration system which is 

being used to create and send out student 

academic reports. While our reports will still 

include teacher comments that will look like 

they have previously, the report itself will 

include specific statements against the 

curriculum rather than more general subject 

areas. This semester’s reports will be sent out 

electronically rather than being printed. They 

will be sent on Friday of week nine, June 28, to 

the email address that you have provided. This 

is a new whole of Directorate format and we are 

a trial school this semester. An email with more 

detail will be sent home tomorrow.  
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Cross Country Representatives 
Last week, 41 Charles Weston students 

represented our school in the South Weston 

Cross Country. These students used their growth 

mindsets to tackle the course and compete 

against students from schools across South 

Canberra. Jasper (2LT) and Chloe (5/6JS) placed in 

the top ten in their races. Both Students 

represented the school yesterday at the ACT 

carnival. Congratulations to both students 

especially Jasper who was one of the top ten.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Combined band          
 
Last week our talented year five musicians 

participated in their first combined band rehearsal 

at Chapman Primary School. They joined with the 

woodwind sections of the Arawang, Duffy and 

Chapman bands. They have been learning their 

instruments for just over a term now and all 

students were impressed to hear the larger 

massed band playing together. 
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National Sorry Day Bridge Walk 
 
Last Friday, members from the CWSC Culture Club were 
invited with their families to attend the National Sorry 
Day Bridge Walk across Commonwealth Bridge. This 
provided an opportunity to reflect on the past, share 
truths and promote processes for reconciliation. There 
was a strong community atmosphere at the walk and 
our students connected strongly with the message 
being shared. All students walked with pride, holding 
our school banner, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
flags and clapping their hand made clap sticks. Special 
thanks to our Aboriginal educator, Corey Graffen who 
brought his Colemon along complete with locally 
sourced ochre. Corey worked with the children to 
prepare this using a traditional method and was called 
upon to mark up our children’s faces, and the faces of 
many new friends that were made on the day. We 
would also like to express our gratitude to Manoki’s 
father, for his commitment and support on the day.  
This event is part of the Education ACT’s Reconciliation 
Action Plan. CWSC were very proud to participate and 
walk for a cause that promotes respect for the culture 
and identity, of all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people. 

Create and Foster a positive and welcoming school culture 
 
 

Wellbeing week 

 

One week each term the teachers at Charles 

Weston take a break to recognise the importance 

of maintaining balance and looking after their own 

wellbeing. In place of our regular staff meetings we 

get together for activities including things such as 

yoga, a walk up Mt Stromlo, or cooking. This year 

we were fortunate to have a Korean cooking class 

led by some of our  talented parents. The teachers 

became the students and were taught to make 

Bibimbap. Thank you to Sally, Misuk, Jinsook and 

Sun for sharing up your time, skills and delicious 

food with us.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

Volunteers Needed 

 

Our community is filled with a fantastic array of 

parents, grandparents and carers who support the 

school in a range of ways. We have parents working 

in the canteen, listening to children read, helping 

out at carnivals and excursions and those who are 

active members of the P+C or School Board.  There 

are over one hundred parents/carers who respond 

to requests throughout the year. Beyond our 

parent body, we are fortunate to have five School 

Volunteer Mentors from the community who come 

in and mentor particular students each week and 

two volunteers from Stromlo Christian Church who 

lead our English Conversation group.    

 

We are looking for more willing helpers for some 

specific jobs. Please contact Natalie if you are 

available to assist in the following ways; 

• Student banking.  A spare morning a week 

to help count the money. This could be 

shared by two people.       

• Covering books in the library.  A spare half 

an hour, each week at a time that suits 

you.     

• Changing readers for a class in K-2.  We 

need several people for 15 minutes either 

once a week or two to three times a week. 

• Assist with the English Conversation 

group.  On Mondays 10:00 – 11:00am we 

need another adult who is confident 

speaking in English who can help.      

 
All these roles need no experience and Natalie  is 
happy to explain what is involved and to answer 
any questions.  Natalie is also happy to hear from 
anyone who wants to be more involved but not 
sure how.  Please contact Natalie, Community 
Coordinator, at the school or on 0481904988.  
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• Mentally Healthy Communities 

• Family Partnerships 

• Early support 

• Responding together 

• Learning Resilience 

Our CWSC Safe and Supportive Schools 

Procedures (informed by the ACT Education 

Directorate Safe and Supportive Schools Policy) 

articulate our practices and processes for 

encouraging positive, prosocial interactions and 

how we manage inappropriate behaviours. When 

dealing with a particular incident our clear 

processes enable staff to manage a situation in a 

way that maintains the dignity of the child and 

seeks safe outcomes for all. When required, 

someone from the leadership team contacts 

families to discuss incidents or issues keeping in 

mind privacy of students.  

 

Following an incident, staff debrief with the class 

to reassure and discuss the following points: 

thank them for following instructions to stay safe 

re-assurance that we make decisions to close a 

door and ignore or relocate to ensure safety 

ways we support each other and the individual 

during and after an incident 

explain consequences occur out of class or school 

in consultation with families 

 

Our Student Achievement Team (SAT) meets 

fortnightly to discuss student wellbeing and 

options for support. This team includes the 

expertise of our school psychologist, community 

coordinator and disability education coordinator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintaining a Safe & Supportive School 
@ CWSC 
 

The staff of Charles Weston School are highly 

committed to maintaining a safe, respectful and 

supportive learning environment for all. As an 

inclusive school we cater for students of all 

abilities, which means we are often working with 

children displaying complex needs, including 

trauma, mental health, learning difficulties, 

communication and emotional regulation 

challenges. 

At times, particularly when anxious, children 

need significant help to manage their emotions. 

During an incident, the emotional and 

physiological responses of these children can be 

beyond their control. Planned and calm 

responses of key adults are required to manage 

the incident both during and after it occurs. 

With excellent support from our Directorate, 

leadership team, teachers and support staff, as 

well as families and external organisations, our 

children are learning to manage themselves 

appropriately within the school environment. 

 

At CWSC we support our students through our 

Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL) approach 

and KidsMatter (BeYou) framework. Our PBL 

GROW expectations are taught explicitly as well 

as in response to needs identified through our 

data. When required our educators draw on 

resources  from the Friendly Schools Plus 

program, which has been designed to align with 

the Australian Curriculum and National Safe 

Schools Framework. This provides focused 

learning opportunities where students can 

practise, and receive immediate feedback on, 

important social and emotional understandings 

and skills. Our staff are continuously engaged in 

professional learning linked to BeYou.  BeYou 

offers a range of online, evidence-based tools and 

resources aimed at improving the skills and 

knowledge of educators to foster and support 

mental health and wellbeing in children and 

young people. It covers the five domains of: 
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There are multiple ways support is provided for 

students: 

• Steps to Refocus on Learning:  refers to 

the intentional strategies used by 

teachers to support students to learn and 

demonstrate social expectations for 

desirable behaviour. This includes the use 

of a sensory space to calm, time  

away from classroom activity in an 

alternate classroom (buddy class) or at 

our independent learning space in the 

admin building.  

• Restorative conferences: A process we 

follow to assist students to repair harm 

and restore relationships. Questions we 

ask during a restorative conversation 

include: What happened? What were you 

thinking/feeling at the time? Who has 

been affected? What will you do next 

time? What needs to happen to make it 

right? 

• Drop and go: Leaving a learning area and 

asking people to exit that space. This is 

different to a lock down procedure. 

• An Individual Learning Plan (ILP): 

Identifies the student’s individual needs, 

goals and priorities for learning. It 

includes adjustments/modifications that 

are required to support participation and 

engagement. ILPs are regularly monitored 

and evaluated with families. 

• Case Meeting: An opportunity for staff to 

meet and share student strengths and 

strategies for supporting their learning. 

Problem solving conversations occur to 

help consider alternative ideas. 

• Case Coordination: A process that 

involves collaboration between families, 

school staff, Directorate support staff and 

relevant agencies to develop, implement 

and monitor plans to support a student.  

Everyone should be safe in the school 

community and staff are no exception to 

this.  

 

The safety of each and every one of our staff 

and students is very important.  

 

If you have a concern, we ask you to speak 

with the class teacher first and seek their 

guidance for any additional assistance that 

may be required. 

 

 

 

A message from the P&C 
 
 

The P&C will hold its next meeting on Tuesday, 

18 June  in the community room. Everyone is 

welcome to come along. You may want to just 

come along this time to see what we do, find 

out how you can help or offer an idea. 

 

The P&C would like to thank everyone who 

donated old uniforms for the P&C’s second 

hand uniform shop. Please keep donating and 

drop your old uniforms in to the collection 

hamper in the front office. There is great 

demand especially for any smaller sizes that 

sold out within minutes.   
 
 

Save the date for the upcoming P&C events for 

next term: 

• Father’s Day Breakfast  (Friday 30 August) 

• Trivia Night for adults (Friday 16 August)   

We appreciate your help and support. If you 

are keen for volunteering with the P&C or 

need any information about our upcoming 

fundraisers please email 

charleswestonparents@gmail.com. 
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Year Level News 

 

  

  

 
  Unit of Inquiry 

This week Kindergarten have been busy preparing 

for their first learning journey. The children were all 

excited to share their learning with their families 

and other classes. Some of the questions they 

discussed with their guests were: 

What was your inquiry about? 

What is a place? 

What places are you connected to?  
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Mathematics 
In Mathematics we have been learning about 

length. Some of the words we have been learning 

are:  

• short 

• long 

• longest 

• shorter 

• tall 

• tallest 

• equal 

• distance 

• measure 
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PBL News 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 

 
We have had multiple celebrations over the last few 

weeks with many students earning epraise points.The 

PBL team celebrate and reward the students who 

show our school expectations. 

 

Forest of Fame 
Congratulations to Term Two Forest of Famers! Last 

fortnight 45 students were inducted into the Charles 

Weston Forest of Fame and were rewarded with a 

mini excursion to a local playground. 

 

It was wonderful to see our students displaying our 

school expectations, particularly respect, when playing 

with peers from different year levels. These amazing 

students have earnt a bronze milestone in all areas - 

Growth Mindset, Respect, Organisation and Wellbeing. 
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Spot Prize 
Last Friday we had a random Spot Prize that 

rewarded the top two point earners from 

each class so far this term. Students were 

hopeful their name was on the list when it 

was announced at assembly that the prize 

was a hot chip lunch.The teachers were also 

excited to find out the three teachers who 

had given out the most epraise points would 

also be invited. Congratulations to the 

students and teachers who continuously 

show our GROW expectations.  
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Positive Behaviours for Learning 

This fortnight our PBL focus is: 

Growth Mindset 

We are all learners 

       

RESPECT  

We are in the right place at the right time 

 
 

 

At CWSC we use a positive mindset to assist us with our learning. In order 
to learn we need to be in the right place at the right time.  
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         Growth Mindset 
Bronze 

 
Organisation 

Bronze 
 

 
Respect 
Bronze 

 

 
Wellbeing 

Bronze 
 

Chloe – KCD Sienna – KCD Teddy – KCD Amelia– KCD 

Sara  – KCD Amelia – KCD Joel – KCD Chloe– KCD 

Joel – KCD Teddy– KCD Alan - KCD Sara– KCD 

Zhelsie - KHP Yul – KCD Khot - KHP Evan – KCD 

Aria - KJS Amelia– KCD Caroline – KHP Olivia - KMR 

Alanah – KMR Simar – KCD Daniyal– KHP Louie – 1HC 

Nish – KMR Joel– KCD Varshitha – KHP Sufwan – 2HS 

Beeny – 1MS Evan– KCD Akif – KHP Amelia – 5/6JC 

Finley– 3/4KC Varshini– KJS Amina - KMR Shiv -5/6JC 

Alannah - 5/6LS Shiloh – KJS Iden– KRW Paree– 5/6LS 

Lailani – 5/6MW Gurangad - KJS Lachlan - KRW  

 Avinash– 3/4AP Star– 1BB  

 Elise– 5/6LS Emma – 2JT  

  Abram– 3/4AP  

  Rhea i – 3/4AP  

  Uzzel -5/6LS  

  Gurangad - KJS  

    

 
Positive Behaviours for Learning (PBL) Milestone Awards 
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Growth Mindset  

Silver 
 

 
Organisation 

Silver 
 

 
Respect  

Silver 
 

 
Wellbeing 

Silver  
 

Emma– 1BB Naomi – 1BB Aarav – 1BB Santiago - 2LT 

Louie  – 1HC Savannah – 1BB Emma– 1BB Avkeerat -3/4HT 

Shree – 1KV Isla – 1KV Zayan – 1HC  

Alisha– 1KV Rodrigo -3/4HT Ruby  -1HC  

Sarvi – 1MS  Lachlan– 2JT  

Hila– 5/6JC  Josh – 2JT  

  Rhythm – 2LT  

  Joseph – 5/6MW  

 
Growth Mindset  

Gold 
 

 
Organisation 

Gold 
 

 
Respect  

Gold 
 

 
Wellbeing 

Gold 
 

Charlotte – 3/4HT Donte – 1HC Eve -1HC  

Tina – 3/4KC Alex– 3/4DC Elise -5/6LS  

 Avkeerat – 3/4HT   
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Term 2 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

      
      
Week 7 
10 June –  
14 June 

Public Holiday 
Queen’s 
Birthday 
 
 

Molonglo 
Playgroup 
9:30 – 11:30 
 
Kindergarten 
Learning 
Journey 2:15 
pm 

ACT Cross 
Country 
 
ACT smart visit 
for Kinder 

Newsletter Kate’s 
McMahon’s 
farewell 8:15-
9:30 am 

Week 8 
17 June –  
21 June 

Storytime 
in the 
Library 9:15 
 

Molonglo 
Playgroup 
9:30 – 11:30 

  Assembly 
(Kinder)- 9:15 

Week 9 
24 June –  
28 June 

Storytime 
in the 
Library 9:15 
 
Kinder Health 
Checks 
 

Kinder Health 
Checks 
 
Soccer Gala Day 
(Yrs 5-6) 
 
Taikoz Musica 
Viva 
Performance 
9:30 am – 12:30 
pm 
 

Kinder Health 
Checks 
 
PYP Parent 
Information 
Session         
5:30 pm – 6:30 
pm 
 

 PYP Parent 
Information 
Session  
8:15 am -9:00 
am 

Week 10 
1 July –  
5 July 

Storytime 
in the 
Library 9:15 
 

   Assembly (Year 
1)- 9:15 
 
Year 1 Learning 
Journey 10:00 
am 
 
Last day of 
Term 

Term Calendar 
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Upcoming Ideas X Change on how we can all help reduce violence and 
bullying in schools 
Building Strong and Safe Communities for Learning is a partnership project 
between the ACT Education Directorate and the ACT Council of Parents and 
Citizens Associations (P&C Council). Parents, students, principals and teachers are 
working together to reduce violence and bullying in schools. Initial workshops 
received amazing feedback, join us to have your say.  
Details:  www.education.act.gov.au/ideas-xchange 
 

 
 

You are invited to the Ideas Xchange..A Different Conversation 
We’ve heard your ideas about reducing violence and increasing safety in schools, 
help us make it happen, join us for an Ideas Xchange…  
 
Purpose:  Help us build strong and safe communities for learning.   
We need your: experience and insights to test and provide feedback on the 
suggestions and ideas to reduce and better respond to violence in our schools.  
 

Time Date 
6:45 - 8:30 pm Wed 12 June 
8:00 – 9:30 am Thurs 13 June  
3:45 – 5:30 pm Thurs 13 June 
9:45 – 11:30 am Fri 14 June 
6:45 – 8:30 pm Mon 17 June 

Location:  Meeting room 11, Hedley Beare Centre for Teaching and Learning, 
Fremantle Drive Stirling, 2611 
Hosts:   P&C Council and Education Directorate   
Catering:  Light refreshments post event 
Parking:  Free Onsite 
RSVP/Bookings: https://www.education.act.gov.au/ideas-xchange 
If you require any further information relating to the Ideas XChange, please don’t 
hesitate to contact Ms Leanne Ballard, Assistant Director Strategic Policy on 
Leanne.ballard@act.gov.au or 62052912.   
We look forward to working with you to build strong and safe communities for 
learning.  

https://www.education.act.gov.au/ideas-xchange
https://www.education.act.gov.au/ideas-xchange
mailto:Leanne.ballard@act.gov.au
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With winter upon us, it’s important to remember that Canberra has lots of health 
options that don’t involve a trip to a hospital emergency department. Many of 
these are free and available after hours. 
Walk-in Centres provide free, one-off treatment of minor injury and illness, 
including colds and flu. They’re a great choice for children over 2 years of age – 
children under 2 should see their GP. 
Walk-in Centres are open from 7.30am to 10pm, every day of the year. They are 
staffed by highly skilled nurses who can provide you with a sick certificate and in 
some cases, medication, saving you time and money. 
The service is free and no appointments are necessary. 
Walk-in Centres are located in Tuggeranong, Belconnen and Gungahlin.  
To find out more about getting the right health care for your symptoms, visit 
www.act.gov.au/yourhealthoptions 
 
Social media content 
Post 1: 

 
Text: Canberra has lots of health options, many of which are free and available 
after hours.  

 

http://www.act.gov.au/yourhealthoptions

